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The Superior History of Film subliminal
CD is designed to super charge your brain
to learn history of film faster and easier
than ever imagined. It will help you learn
and master history of film so that you
retain the material longer, understand it
better, and enjoy it much more than you
normally would. This session can help you
pass history of film exams easier and with
higher scores. All you have to do is
continue the same history of film classes or
text that youre studying now and listen to
this CD to accelerate your learning ability.
This CD contains 6 ten minute subliminal
sessions to choose from. Each session
contains the same subliminal suggestions
carefully crafted by hypnotist Alex
Armani, CHT. You get to choose which
track(s) to listen to! Successful people
across the world are using subliminal
programming to help them correct bad
habits, improve their health, or acquire new
skills faster. Subliminal programming
means you will hear NO AUDIBLE
VOICE because it has been masked in
order to bypass your conscious filters. This
gives the suggestions the ability to directly
impact your subconscious mind for
maximum effectiveness. Through repeated
use of this CD, you will notice that you
have a knack for history of film and that it
comes easier to you. Using this CD for a
long period of time will increase your
desire and ability for all things related to
history of film success. This will accelerate
your learning. It does not actually teach
history of film because it primes your brain
for rapid learning only. These sessions
were designed for use at any point in your
day or night. You can listen intently or play
it in the background. This CD only features
6 subliminal audio tracks to choose from
including ocean waves, rain, thunder storm,
bird song, whale song, and hypnotic music.
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